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1 Abstract

Depending on whether or not there is a fixed infrastruc-
ture, wireless systems can be categorized as cellular sys-
tems or ad hoc networks. A cellular system has a fixed
infrastructure in the form of a base station which performs
central administration for the system. Ad hoc networks
have no fixed infrastructure and the network architecture
is configurable. The next generation(4G)networks[1] will
employ hybrid network architectures using both cellular
and ad-hoc networking concepts. Thus, how to effectively
allocate the two different communication resources is an
important problem. In this paper, we will investigate the

strategies existed and compare with their characteristic in
theory and simulating. Then make a conclusion which is
the most effective strategy or even find out our fairly new
method.

2 Introduction

In the wireless communications community we are
witnessing more and more the existence of the com-
posite radio environment (CRE) and as a conse-
quence the need for reconfigurability concepts. The
CRE assumes that different radio networks can be co-
operating components in a heterogeneous wireless ac-
cess infrastructure, through which network providers
can more efficiently achieve the required capacity and
quality of service (QoS) levels. Reconfigurability en-
ables terminals and network elements to dynamically
select and adapt to the most appropriate radio ac-
cess technologies for handling conditions encountered
in specific service area regions and time zones of the
day. Both concepts pose new requirements on the
management of wireless systems. Nowadays, a mul-
tiplicity of radio access technology (RAT) standards
are used in wireless communications.

2.1 background

cellular network A cellular network consists of a
collection of mobile stations served by a cen-
tral coordinating entity called the base-station.
In a cellular network, mobile stations commu-
nicate directly with base stations to the wired
network. Cellular wireless networks have expe-
rienced tremendous growth over the last decade,
and this growth continues unabated worldwide.

However, there are some disadvantages of cellu-
lar wireless network that impede the progress of
cellular networks: First, it.s hard to provide full
coverage and dead zones might appear. Second,
the availability of network is easily downgraded
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in cells where there are too many mobile stations
using the network and the system is overloaded.

Peer to Peer—ad hoc network To overcome the
limitations of cellular wireless networks, an inter-
esting solution proposed by some research works
is to use a combination of the cellular network
model with the a peer-to-peer network model
called ad-hoc networks, which results in a hy-
brid wireless network. In hybrid wireless net-
work, multi-hop paths between mobile nodes and
base stations can extend the coverage of the net-
work and provide alternatives to communicate
via the network when the system is overloaded.

For a long time ,cellular networks and ad-hoc net-
works have been extensively studied individually, be-
cause of their individual characteristic.

• A cellular system has a fixed infrastructure
in the form of a base station which performs
central administration for the system. Cel-
lular networks provide the information trans-
port platform for wireless local area net-
works(WLANs) and wireless wide area net-
works(WWANs). Wireless LAN standards ac-
tivities have been spearheaded by IEEE 802.11,
while wireless WAN standards activities have
been led by ANSI(American National Standards
Institute) and ITU(International Telecommuni-
cations Union).

• Ad hoc networks have no fixed infrastructure and
the network architecture is configurable. Every
node(mobile) in the ad hoc network can set up
as, and play the role of, a base station in that it
can directly transmit to and receive from other
nodes in the network.

• The cellular network is more reliable and has bet-
ter performance. It include second-generation
(2G) mobile systems, such as Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM), and their evo-
lutions, often called 2.5G systems, such as en-
hanced digital GSM evolution(EDGE), General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and IS–136 in the
USA. However, the ad hoc network topology
is more desirable because of its low cost, plug-
and-play property, flexibility, minimal human in-
teraction requirements, and especially battery
power efficiency. It is suitable for communica-
tion in a closed area - for example, on a campus
or in a building.

2.2 Hybrid network

Cellular wireless networks have experienced tremen-
dous growth over the last decade, and this growth
continues unabated worldwide. So the cellular wire-
less network has made a success, however, there is
some limitations in itself obstructing its progress:

First, it’s hard to provide full coverage and dead zones
might appear. Second, the availability of network is
easily downgraded in cells where there are too many
MSs using the network and the system is overloaded.

Future generation[1] wireless systems are expected
to provide ease of deployment, spectral efficiency, dy-
namic adaptation to the working condition and QoS
mechanism support. The embedding of all such re-
quirements inside innovative systems needs a careful
and joint design of different layers. With the rapid
development of wireless communication technology,
such a single cellular system can’t perform our aim,
unless the limitations disappear.

To overcome the limitations of cellular wireless net-
works, an interesting solution proposed by some re-
search works is to use a combination of the cellu-
lar network model with the a peer-to-peer network
model called ad-hoc networks, which results in a hy-
brid wireless network. In hybrid wireless network,
multi-hop paths between mobile nodes and base sta-
tions can extend the coverage of the network and
provide alternatives to communicate via the network
when the system is overloaded.

While cellular networks and ad-hoc networks have
been extensively studied individually, hybrid wireless
networks bring new challenges in traffic modeling and
performance evaluation. Traffic in hybrid networks
can be both within the ad hoc network, and to or
from nodes in the cellular network. Similar to cel-
lular network, several parties and applications such
as conferencing, web browsing and email checking
are supposed to share the network. Different appli-
cations have different configuration and performance
requirements, so resource allocation is an important
component of such networks, and proper simulation
tools are needed to test and find appropriate resource
allocation schemes.

In hybrid networks the concepts of cellular net-
works and mobile ad-hoc networks are mixed. On
one side we have a cellular network, on the other side
there are mobile nodes with routing facilities. Since
UMTS/802.11 ad hoc network is a typical represen-
tative of hybrid wireless networks, this combination
will also be adopted in this thesis to implement the
simulator for hybrid networks. Therefore, we present
the technologies of UMTS network and 802.11 ad-
hoc network in the following sections to give readers
a basic understanding of hybrid network.

2.3 Challenge to face

In Future Generation wireless networks, diverse wire-
less technologies such as Cellular, WLAN, and Blue-
tooth will proliferate in different edges of the Inter-
net and complement each other to provide untethered
multimedia services and seamless visits to the IP-core
network. Most wireless access technologies are de-
ployed in either infrastructure based cellular mode or
infrastructure-less ad hoc mode. While each access
mode was initially designed with distinct character-
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istics, many recent efforts are underway to define hy-
brid networks, that combine the advantages of both
access modes [1, 21, 2, 9]. These approaches to hy-
brid networks can be classified as either ”ad hoc over
cellular” or ”cellular over ad hoc” . In our work, we
focus on ”ad hoc over cellular” approach that aims
to ”stretch” the reach of cellular networks, and inte-
grate high speed access, global coverage and roaming
support into a single seamless system. These con-
cepts motivate the ODMA option in 3GPP (Oppor-
tunity driven multiple access). Among the challenges
in the hybrid wireless networks, is optimal resource
management of diverse radio resources, from the per-
spectives of both the users and the service provider.
Hybrid network radio resources often include ”cellu-
lar” capacity (licensed frequency spectrum centered
around fixed base stations) in addition to ”ad hoc”
capacity (unlicensed frequency spectrum limited by
interference local to each mobile). Furthermore, hy-
brid network models, that employ user equipment
to serve as mobile relays, must include resulting us-
age costs into resource management. In earlier work,
resource-utility (R-U) functions were employed and
a Time-Aware Resource Allocation (TARA) scheme
was proposed for Quality of Service (QoS) resource al-
location in cellular networks. TARA maximizes the
accumulated utility of the whole cell (over time) in
an adaptive way. In this paper, we continue to use
utility functions to characterise the bandwidth of the
cellular link (as the bottleneck resource). Moreover,
we extend the approach to model additional resources
at the ad hoc nodes. That is, we consider non-critical
resource usage (such as power usage, processing ca-
pacity and bandwidth of the ad hoc link) at the re-
laying user equipment and model it as a cost func-
tion. Two resource allocation algorithms result from
this study. First, a centralized optimal allocation al-
gorithm based on linear programming is formulated.
Second, a distributed heuristic algorithm is formu-
lated that attempts to perform close to the optimal
solution with considerably lower runtime complexity.
The simulation analysis, using the J-Sim simulator,
illustrates the performance gains in ”ad hoc over cel-
lular” hybrid networks. It demonstrates the capabil-
ity of the proposed heuristic algorithm to efficiently
utilize resources in the hybrid radio context and pro-
vide benefits such as load-balancing and fault toler-
ance.

2.4 Future strategy

To combine their strength, possible 4G concepts
might prefer to add BSs to an ad hoc network. To
save access bandwidth and battery power and have
fast connection, the MHs could use an ad hoc wire-
less network when communicating with each other in
a small area. When the MHs move out of the trans-
mitting range, the BS could participate at this time
and serve as an intermediate node. The proposed
method also solves some problems, such as a BS fail-

ure or weak connection under ad hoc networks. The
MHs can communicate with one another in a flexible
way and freely move anywhere with seamless hand-
off. There have been many techniques or concepts
proposed for supporting a WLAN with and without
infrastructure, such as IEEE 802.11 [14], HIPERLAN
, and ad hoc WATM LAN . The standardization ac-
tivities in IEEE 802.11 and HIPERLAN have recog-
nized the usefulness of the ad hoc networking mode.
IEEE 802.11 enhances the ad hoc function to the
MH. HIPERLAN combines the functions of two in-
frastructures into the MH. Contrary to IEEE 802.11
and HIPERLAN, the ad hoc WATM LAN concept is
based on the same centralized wireless control frame-
work as the BS-oriented system, but insures that MH
designed for the BS-oriented system can also partici-
pate in ad hoc networking. Both the BS oriented and
ad hoc networks have some drawbacks. In the BS-
oriented networks, BS manages all the MHs within
the cell area and controls handoff procedures. It plays
a very important role for WLAN. If it does not work,
the communication of MHs in this area will be dis-
rupted. Under this situation, some MHs could still
transmit messages to each other without BS. There-
fore, to increase the reliability and efficiency of the
BS-oriented network, MH-to-MH direct transmission
capability can be added. However, this is restricted
to at most two hops such that this new enhance-
ment will not increase the protocol complexity too
much. In the ad hoc networks, it is not easy to re-
build or maintain a connection. When the connection
is built, it will be disrupted any time one MH moves
out of the connection range. So, as a compromise,
the MHs could communicate with each other over
the wireless media, without any support from the
infrastructure network components within the sig-
nal transmission range. Yet when the transmission
range is less than the distance between the two MHs,
the MHs could change back to the BS-oriented sys-
tems. MH would be able to operate in both ad hoc
and BS-oriented WLAN environments. Two different
methods C one-hop and two-hop direct transmission
within the BS-oriented concept C will be considered.
The first method is simple and controlled by the sig-
nal strength. The second method should include the
data forwarding and implementation of routing ta-
bles.

3 Related Works

The idea of hybrid networks has been studied
for many years. In May 2003, during the cele-
brated meeting—Next Generation Internet Sympo-
sium, many scientists brought forward their research
on hybrid networks. Such as ”Application-Oriented
Routing in Hybrid Wireless Networks”(Yuan Sun et
al.). Besides, R.Sivakumar et al.,has worked on using
the ad hoc network model in cellular packet data net-
works. Robert Jonasson, was committing himself to
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the simulating for resource allocation in future mobile
networks.

Several ”ad hoc over cellular” approaches such as
MCN and iCAR use relays to overcome cellular short-
comings, such as limited spatial coverage, low bit
rates, and a high bit cost for data services. Relays,
being either static infrastructure or other mobile sta-
tions (MS), form a virtual overlay for congestion mit-
igation and alternate routing to extend and improve
coverage of the cellular base stations (BS) . In these
hybrid networks, admission control (AC) and band-
width allocation (BA) schemes for resource manage-
ment are necessary to ensure QoS guarantees.

Work on resource management for cellular net-
works often focuses on management of licensed fre-
quency spectrum local to each base station. The work
in employs bandwidth borrowing and degradation as
part of AC with each connection request submitting
acceptable max and min resource requirement. In an
AC algorithm is proposed that uses controlled QoS
degradation of on-going calls to manages a tradeoff
between resource allocation of on-going calls and new
calls. A similar tradeoff is managed by an AC algo-
rithm proposed in using Guard Channel policies. AC
schemes proposed in consider both ”non-prioritized”
schemes in which the BS made no distinction be-
tween new and HO calls, and two ”priority oriented”
schemes that allow queuing of handover calls.

Work on resource management for ad hoc networks
often focuses on managing the interference, generated
by consumption of unlicensed frequencies, local to
each MS involved in an ad hoc path between a source
and destination node. For example, in a contention-
aware AC is proposed which attempts to support QoS
guarantees by limiting the number of connections al-
lowed within a neighborhood of nodes. A distributed
AC algorithm is introduced in that is based on the
concept of a ”service curve” to reflect the status of
the network (number of active nodes, activity index
and contention status). An ad hoc node wanting to
establish a new connection must compare the ”ser-
vice curve” with a predefined universal performance
threshold curve for QoS purpose.

Variable resource needs and differentiated impor-
tance levels of most of the new services decrease
the relevance of traditional performance metrics such
as blocking/dropping probabilities. Thus, the user-
perceived utility might be more suited as performance
criterion. As opposed to maximizing the total utility
of the system, Rui-Feng Liao et al.[15] provide ”utility
fair allocation”. Their algorithm extends ”max-min
fair allocation”, with utility replacing bandwidth as
the fairness criterion.

QoS-aware Distributed Resource Allocation for Hy-
brid FDMA/TDMA Multicellular Networks[13]. This
paper chooses another hybrid aspect. It focus on
MAC level. It considers a multicellular network using
a hybrid FDMA/TDMA medium access with a com-
plete reuse of the resources among neighboring cells.
The resource allocation mechanism runs in a com-

pletely distributed way, tracking the traffic dynamics,
adapting itself to the channel and interference condi-
tion and providing QoS differentiation among differ-
ent traffic classes. The proposed algorithm performs
both spectral efficiency optimization, by exploiting
information on channel and interference, and traffic
differentiation at MAC level, by means of a weighted
share of the bandwidth among different priority traf-
fic flows. The traffic differentiation mechanism, which
is the original contribution presented in this paper,
works locally on each cell but exploits values of inter-
ference measurements in order to acquire information
on the neighboring cells load, with the goal of imple-
menting a collaborative algorithm. Interference mea-
surement is the only form of communication among
cells and no explicit signalling is assumed. The aim of
the proposed algorithm is to provide traffic differenti-
ation at the MAC level in a global perspective, where
the share of the bandwidth inside a cell depends also
on the priority of the traffic in the surrounding cells.
Finally, the algorithm is tested and validate on a mul-
ticellular network with a static and a timeCvariant
channel, thus confirming its behavior.

4 Hybrid wireless Network

In hybrid networks the concepts of cellular net-
works and mobile ad-hoc networks are mixed.
UMTS/802.11 ad hoc network is a typical represen-
tative of hybrid wireless networks.

4.1 UMTS Network

UMTS is the abbreviation for Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System. It is one of the third
generation (3G) digital cellular networks. A UMTS
network consists of three interacting domains: Core
Network (CN), UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Net-
work (UTRAN) and User Equipment (UE). The main
function of the core network is to provide switching,
routing and transmission for user traffic. UTRAN
provides the air interface access method for User
Equipment. Two new network elements are intro-
duced in UTRAN: Node B and RNC. Base Station
is referred as Node- B and control equipment for
Node-Bs is called Radio Network Controller (RNC).
UTRAN is subdivided into individual radio network
systems (RNSs), where each RNS is controlled by an
RNC. The RNC is connected to a set of Node B ele-
ments, each of which can serve one or several cells.

Node B is the physical unit for radio transmis-
sion/reception with cells. Depending on sector-
ing, one or more cells may be served by a Node B.
Node B connects with the UE via the Uu radio
interface and with the RNC via the Iub inter-
face. 7 The main task of Node B is the conver-
sion of data to and from the Uu radio interface.
It also measures quality and strength of the con-
nection, transmitting these data to the RNC as
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a measurement report for handover and macro
diversity combining.

Figure 1: UMTS Architecture

RNC , its main mission is to manage and optimize
the radio network resources and to control mo-
bility. It is the equivalent of the base station con-
troller (BSC) in GSM networks. To this thesis
radio resource management is the most interest-
ing task of the RNC. In our simulator, the RNC
contains the resource allocation algorithm as its
child component that actually implements the
resource management functions including Ad-
mission Control, Channel Switching, RRC Con-
nection Setup and Release, Handover.

4.2 Mobile Ad hoc Network

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a system of
wireless mobile nodes dynamically self-organizing in
arbitrary and temporary network topologies. Peo-
ple and vehicles can thus be internetworked in areas
without a preexisting communication infrastructure,
or when the use of such infrastructure requires wire-
less extension. In a MANET, mobile nodes can talk
to each other directly via peer-to-peer wireless com-
munication when they are within each other’s trans-
mission range. When direct communication is not
possible between sender and receiver, their packets
can be forwarded by the intermediate nodes along a
multi-hop path. As a result, each node in a MANET
behaves not only as an end system to the users, but
also as a router to forward packets for other nodes.
There are neither fixed routers nor fixed locations for
the routers as in cellular networks - also known as in-
frastructure networks. Cellular networks consist of a
wired backbone that connects the base-stations. The

mobile nodes can only communicate over a one-hop
wireless link to the base-station, multihop wireless
links are not possible. By contrast, a MANET has
no permanent infrastructure at all. All mobile nodes
act as mobile routers. A MANET is highly dynamic.
Links and participants are often changing and the
quality of the links as well .

4.3 Hybrid Wireless Network Archi-
tecture

A hybrid network is formed by placing a sparse net-
work of base stations in an ad hoc network. These
base stations are assumed to be connected by a high-
bandwidth wired network and act as relays for wire-
less nodes. They are not data sources or data re-
ceivers. Hybrid networks present a tradeoff between
traditional cellular networks and pure ad hoc net-
works in which data may be forwarded in a multi-hop
fashion or through the infrastructure.

Figure 2: A Hybrid Wireless Network

In a hybrid wireless network, a UE contains two
primary interfaces: one is the UMTS interface that
communicates with base stations via the Uu interface,
the other is the wireless interface that enables it to
exchange messages with other user equipments by the
IEEE 802.11 standards.

4.4 Resource Allocation

Resource allocation is done to ensure an efficient use
of resources in the network. In a 3G network the re-
sources include transmitting power, frequency chan-
nels and so on. This thesis addresses bandwidth allo-
cation only. The simulator could in principle be ex-
panded to include allocation schemes that deal with
other resources as well. Bandwidth for a connection is
allocated at connection setup and kept through the
duration of the connection. Bandwidth is possibly
changed when the connection is handovered from one
cell to another cell, since available bandwidth in the
new cell might be different from that in the original
cell. In this thesis, connections are categorized into
several types of service or application. Different types
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of service or application have different bandwidth re-
quirements. In the existing wireless simulator for cel-
lular networks, bandwidth is reserved for a connec-
tion by the RNC over the cellular link between UE
and Node-B. The amount of the reservation is deter-
mined by the resource allocation algorithm in RNC
according to the service type of the connection. Re-
soruce allocation is implemented the same way in the
new simulator. In other words, bandwidth for a con-
nection is only reserved over cellular link, 15 which
may be counter intuitive. After all, due to the ex-
istence of multi-hop connection in hybrid networks,
it seems that the bandwidth management in the new
simulator should be applied not only to cellular links
but also to ad hoc links. However, in the new simu-
lator, it is assumed that bandwidth of ad-hoc links is
always much larger than that of cellular links. Thus
the cellular link becomes the bottleneck of bandwidth
management for a multihop connection. As a result,
bandwidth management in the new simulator is lim-
ited to cellular links, just as the existing simulator.

5 Resource Allocate

5.1 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
IN 4G

An integrated bandwidth management approach is
nowpresented that can be implemented in next gener-
ation wireless networks that support multimedia ser-
vices (data, voice, video, etc.). The main principles
of the approach are summarized as follows:

1. The system supports multiple classes of service
that require various levels of quality that may
range from strict to flexible and soft QoS require-
ments.

2. Advanced bandwidth reservation is performed to
the cell a mobile user is moving towards in order
to assist and support a seamless handoff process.

3. User mobility is introduced into the reservation
scheme and process in order to optimize the ef-
ficiency of handoff mechanisms and minimize, if
not eliminate, the unnecessary reservation of re-
sources and, therefore, improve the system ca-
pacity and throughput.

4. Bandwidth reconfiguration processes are used
that may allow the efficient resource redistribu-
tion in a cell to satisfy the QoS requirements of
all the mobile users in the cell, especially when
users with flexible QoS requirements are sup-
ported in the system.

5. A mobile agent based framework is used to fa-
cilitate the efficient implementation of the above
integrated approach.

One of the elements in future resource management
is mobile locationing and tracking. Position loca-
tion technology can be loosely classified into two ma-
jor categories: mobile-based solution and network-
based solution. The global positioning system (GPS)
is a worldwide radio-navigation system formed from
a constellation of 24 satellites and their ground sta-
tions. As an alternative to mobile-based approaches,
cellular networks can be used as the sole means of pro-
viding location services, where the MSs are located
by measuring the signals traveling to and from a set
of fixed cellular BSs. The signal measurements are
used, for example, to determine the length and/or
direction of the individual radio paths, and then the
MS position is computed from geometric relation-
ships. Basically, radiolocation systems can be imple-
mented based on either signal strength, angle of ar-
rival (AOA), or time of arrival (TOA) measurements
or their combinations . However, there are several
problems associated with the existing network-based
geolocation systems which limit and prevent the use
of location information of mobile users for network
management purposes.

• The triangulation measurement data collecting
procedure is quite complicated. At least two or
three BSs should be involved in locating the po-
sition of a mobile user. Each BS will perform
some triangulation measurement.

• All this data has to be sent to some device to
carry out the calculation. This procedure re-
quires some specialized protocol to support the
information exchange. This also would waste
some bandwidth in data transmission and in-
troduce some delay to the overall location algo-
rithm. Nowadays, for some practical systems, it
may take several seconds to locate a mobile user.
So, if the user moves with high speed, we can-
not obtain an accurate position information, in
real time. Furthermore, performing the calcula-
tion at BS instead of MS raises some difficulties
in obtaining accurate radio parameters of an MS
that may vary with time and position.

• If all the mobile users in the network need ge-
olocation information, the computational load at
one BS becomes very heavy. Such an overload
condition may lead to high processing delays or
failures of the location module in the BSs. By
moving the measurement and calculation func-
tion to the mobile station, all the information
needed for the geolocation can be gathered al-
most at one time and then be treated locally.

In order to allow the geolocation system to have
more flexibility so that the MS can smoothly roam
among different networks with different geolocation
approaches, a mobile agent-based system framework
can be used. The use of an approach based on code-
on-demand increases the flexibility of the system and
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maintains agents simple and small at the same time.
In this section, one of the basic ideas introduced is
that, when the MS is turned on or roaming into a
network with different geolocation approach, it sends
a message agent (MA) to the BS. Then, the BS will
generate a geolocation agent (GA) and send it to the
mobile station. The GA should contain the signal
processing algorithm for signal measurement and the
triangulation algorithm. By using this framework,
mobile stations can obtain all the data for triangu-
lation calculation almost at the same time and carry
out the geolocation calculation locally.

5.2 Bandwidth allocation in hybrid
networks

In this section we explain the system model used for
our utility maximization scheme. We start from a
classic cellular network model, where in each cell a
base station (BS) serves the mobile stations (MSs)
inside the covered area. MSs can connect to the BS
using the direct cellular wireless link. In addition, we
assume each MS is equipped with a second wireless
interface that can be used to connect to other MSs in
an ad hoc manner. We consider the two spectra (cel-
lular vs. ad hoc) to be in different bands, the cellular
using a narrower, highly regulated band while the
ad hoc belongs to a broader, reusable, unregulated
band. Thus, there is no interconnection/interference
between the two bands. At a certain point in time, a
MS can connect to a BS directly through the cellular
link, or relay via ad hoc paths using other MSs, and
further through the cellular interface of the last MS in
the path. Figure 1 presents an example. The ad hoc
network serves only as an extension for the cellular
network, with most of the function (allocation, secu-
rity, billing, etc.) located in the nodes of the cellular
network. Regarding the bandwidth allocation prob-
lem, we make the following observation: The band-
width of the ad hoc network is usually more than
one order of magnitude greater than the bandwidth
of the cellular network. E.g. today the bandwidth of
a 3G base station is 2 Mb/s while the bandwidth of
802.11g is 40Mb/s. Therefore we consider, the cellu-
lar link bandwidth as the bottleneck resource of the
hybrid system, which makes the ad hoc links’ band-
width virtually unrestricted in comparison. Though
we consider the bandwidth of the BS as bottleneck,
in an optimized allocation we have to consider the
effects of using the ad hoc paths. First, there is
increased resource consumption on the relaying MS
such as battery energy and processing power. We as-
sume that users would appreciate some incentive for
letting other connections use their MS. Second, there
is the problem of the weaker QoS offered by the ad
hoc route. Delay increases with hop count. More-
over, an ad hoc path might get disconnected due to
mobility. We model these relay costs and QoS losses
with the help of a path dependent cost that is propor-
tional to the number of ad hoc hops and the amount

of traffic sent on that path. From a pricing viewpoint,
we can regard the utility functions as proportional to
the rates the user is willing to pay for a certain con-
nection. In the same manner, incentives proportional
to the per hop costs could be regarded as reimburse-
ments to the owner of the MS used as relay.

In order to establish an end-to-end connection the
algorithm must choose among a set of reachable BSs,
and for each BS there might be several ad hoc paths
available. Taking into account the above cost model,
it is obvious that the shortest (in the number of hops)
ad hoc route to a BS has also the lowest costs. Thus,
the path choice in our scheme consists of two phases.
First, a shortest path first routing algorithm is em-
ployed to find the best paths from an MS to a set of
near BSs. A BS is considered near if a shortest path
exists, given that the hop-count does not exceed a
certain threshold value. Second, the allocation al-
gorithm will use this set of paths in the optimized
allocation.

5.3 Hybrid algorithm

For this part, we have read many references, but the
kinds of algorithm are so large and difficult for us
that it still need a long time. Nowadays, we focus on
Hybrid-heuristic Algorithm[16].

6 Simulated and Experimental
Result

7 Conclution
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